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Latin America and Latin American Studies is a vastly
complex and heterogeneous area. No one scholar
can accurately represent knowledge or research about
every subregion of Latin America and the Caribbean.
No one class can give an entire history, epistemology,
and methodology for the study of Latin America – there
simply isn't enough time. Therefore, classes often are
taught in a round robin fashion whereby a professor will
teach an intro class based on their expertise and
research one semester while the following semester a
different professor will teach the same intro class but
based on their expertise and research. Thus, there will
never be any LAS course that is the same — as with
most things, it depends on who taught you. There will
be things we do not discuss simply because they are
not my expertise. This notwithstanding, I will do my level
best to provide, if not knowledge, reputable sources to
pursue further research for any region, time period, or
topic. This is the meaning of education – not the
knowledge of everything but the knowledge of where
to find the knowledge of everything.

DISCLAIMER



COURSE
AGENDA

Week 1 - Race & Indigeneity in LAS

Week 2 - Afro-Diasporic Religions in the Caribbean

Week 3 - U.S. Imperialism and Hegemony in Latin America

Week 4 - The Subaltern: Hegemony, Cultural Studies, and Decoloniality

Week 5 - LAS Approaches: Feminist, Gender, and Sexuality Studies

Week 6 - LAS Approaches: Affect and Post-Hegemony

Overview of the radical transformation of epistemological

and methodological assumptions in Latin American

Studies from the end of the 1980s to the present.
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Race is, according to most scholars in the social sciences and humanities, a conceptualization of

someone's person based on the interpretation of physical features like skin color as well as heredity

— which is to say, it's made-up. Since perceptions are often flawed, this renders race fluid in

various locales. In a circular turn of logic, this fluidity also proves the falsity of someone's inherent

race.

Race arrived to the Western countries (and, later, Abya Yala) around the same time that 'pioneering'

merchants were beginning to transform the Western economy from a predominantly feudal society
to one based on the accumulation of wealth in the form of gold, later given the name mercantilism.
Around the 16th century, as Enlightenment Thought brought about the predominance of

rationality, secularism, and empiricism over previous epistemologies (religion), categorization of

the natural world makes the assumption that the natural word has a 'natural order.' As parts of the

natural world, one reasoned, humans must also have natural categorizations. It was reasoned that

while white Europeans were the more respectable race, natural leaders with superior makeup,

African-descended peoples were much closer to animals in their makeup. Conveniently, this natural

order argument provided ample secular, 'scientific' support for colonization. Enter 'the civilizing

mission' or the 'white man's burden.'

WHAT IS THIS THING CALLED "RACE"?



Base assumption for Wagley: “Miscegenation always takes place between racial groups inhabiting the same region,

no matter how great may be the antagonism between them” (Wagley, 1949)

"The Portuguese colony of Brazil was originally a two caste society: the European caste and the indigenous caste. To

the latter were soon added imported Africans. Intermediate physical types developed through miscegenation.

Attempts were made to classify and label all varieties and degrees of intermixture; remnants of which still exist in

Brazil... The caste system evolved into a class system where physical, racial appearance was only one among the
criteria used to establish an individual’s class. Other status indicators included wealth, occupation, education and

family background. While the upper classes were predominantly Caucasian in appearance and the majority of darker

skinned people were in the lower classes, many cases of dark skinned individuals improving their class status and of

whites sinking in the class hierarchy existed. Racial appearance was more important as criteria of relative status for

distinguishing levels in the upper classes and of less importance as criteria for the lower classes. Segregation as it
was practiced in the United States and South Africa was virtually unknown. This is not to say that racial prejudice

did not exist in Brazil. It was pervasive but of a milder variety than found in most former European colonies. Wagley’s

fear, expressed in his conclusion, was that as Brazil accepted more and more of western industrial culture that western

style racism would become more prevalent in Brazil. Today, in those Brazilian urban areas most affected by

modernization, this does seem to be the case. There has also been a concomitant growth in organizations
promoting black political and social solidarity and activism."

RACE, CULTURE, AND HISTORY: CHARLES WAGLEY AND THE
ANTHROPOLOGY OF THE AFRICAN DIASPORA IN THE AMERICAS



Social race: “the way people are classified in such social races in a multi-racial society tells us in itself much about the

relations between such groups. More specifically, the criteria for defining social races differ from region to region in the

Americas”; “such racial terms have become entangled with social and cultural meaning and they remain as symbols out of

the past of slavery, peonage, and cultural differences to plague a large segment of our American people” (Wagley, 1965)

"Wagley defined three social race regions for the Western Hemisphere and they are, in turn, characterized by the primacy of

one of three criteria – ancestry, physical appearance and sociocultural status – used for racial classification."

"The United States stood apart from the rest of the Americas in making use of ancestry as the primary classificatory criteria...

An individual was black, regardless of physical appearance or sociocultural status, if there was any known biological link, no

matter how distant in time or genetics, to another black person. It is this use of ancestry as the primary classificatory
criteria that encouraged the development of the caste-like groups separated by a legislated segregation, that have
markedly different access to goods, education and justice."

"In Indo-America, people were classified primarily by their social and cultural status. Physical appearance and ancestry

were important only to the small group of aristocratic families that claimed pure European descent. For the majority the
distinction between Indian and mestizo was based on cultural attributes: language, costume, community
membership and self-identification. An individual or community who acquired the trappings of mestizo culture was

considered by others mestizo. As in the U.S., discrimination against the minority group existed in Indo-America. Unlike the

U.S., mobility between groups was possible. "

RACE, CULTURE, AND HISTORY: CHARLES WAGLEY AND THE
ANTHROPOLOGY OF THE AFRICAN DIASPORA IN THE AMERICAS



"Physical appearance was the principle means of classifying people in Brazil and the Caribbean. In both,

miscegenation was most common and except for a small elite who claimed pure European descent as was the case

for Indo-America; ancestry was not a classificatory concern. Elaborate schemes for classifying persons by

phenotype evolved, however, these types do not in themselves form social groups. The important social groups in the

Caribbean and Brazil are socio-economic classes... Social race was only one of several criteria by which people were

assigned class status. There was, in these areas, a tendency to change an individual’s social race to fit his or her class

ranking. Thus a rich, well-educated black man would somehow be whiter than his poor, uneducated brother of
identical physical features."
"Wagley divided the Western Hemisphere into three cultural spheres: Euro-America, Indo-America and Plantation
America. Euro-America covers the northern and southern areas of the hemisphere and is predominantly Caucasoid

ethnically and European culturally. Indo-America, 'the region from Mexico to northern Chile, along the Andean

Cordilleras', is populated by Indians and mestizos and is the area in which the Amerindian past has contributed the

most to contemporary cultures. The Plantation American cultural sphere extends spatially from about midway up the

coast of Brazil into the Guianas, along the Caribbean coast, throughout the Caribbean itself, and into the United

States. It is characteristically coastal; not until the nineteenth century did the way of life of the plantation culture

sphere penetrate far into mainland interior, and then only in Brazil and the United States. This area has an environment

which is characteristically tropical (except in the southern United States) and lowland."

RACE, CULTURE, AND HISTORY: CHARLES WAGLEY AND THE
ANTHROPOLOGY OF THE AFRICAN DIASPORA IN THE AMERICAS



plantation system and monocrop agriculture

rigid class lines

multi-racial composition

weak community structures

Afro-American peasantry

prevalence of the matrifocal family.
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similarity of food crops

slash and burn horticulture

local markets and women marketeers

commonalities in cuisine

basic features in musical patterning

African derived folklore

Afro-American religious cults

“a series of traditions and values” which include the

special stereotypical roles of “mammy”, “the black

uncle”, “the young gentleman” and others
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PLANTATION AMERICA "our local studies must be seen in relationship to

this larger sphere which historically, and in the

present, shares certain basic institutions and

cultural patterns" (Wagley, 1957)

social race

cultural
amorphousness
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 physical appearance
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WELCOME OF TEARS
The Tapirapé Indians of Central Brazil

 

by Charles Wagley



"At the beginning of the indigenous turn in the 1980s, scholars and activists

devoted substantial energy to defining indigeneity. Perhaps the most widely

cited was the definition of the 1986 UN Working Group on Indigenous

Peoples, which stressed that indigeneity was a matter of self-identification
by peoples with a “historical continuity” with pre-colonial societies, who
“consider themselves distinct” from those dominant sectors prevailing
on their territories. Over the years, scholars have backed away from such

specific definitions, arguing instead that who counts as indigenous is a fluid
political consideration, emerging from struggles over particular social,

cultural, environmental, and economic matters during particular moments.

We now suggest that indigeneity is a historically contingent formulation
that changes over time. Moreover, indigeneity is relational; like all forms of

identity, it emerges from contested and co-constituting social fields of

opposition and sameness. Thus, indigeneity is not a fixed identity but a
discursive construction that emerges in particular circumstances to

accomplish concrete goals...however, difference remains a critical issue"

(Fabricant & Postero).

DEFINING INDIGENEITY



The Early Period: a category produced by and justifying the violent dispossessions of native peoples by settlers;

identity was measured in terms of blood and biology to describe the progeny of mixtures between native,

European, and African peoples. Indigeneity was a sign of radical otherness, a discourse linked to savagery, danger,

and nature that justified practices of colonialism, rape, and dispossession. It was also a fiscal category, as native

peoples were forced to provide labor power and pay tribute to the colonizers.

The Post-Independence Period: Latin American criollo elites opposed indigeneity to modernity, representing it as

an obstacle to national progress and liberal Enlightenment ideals. Popular national imaginaries viewed their

emerging countries as based in mestizaje, or the mixture of indigenous and Europeans. Mexico is the classic case of

this, where elites created postrevolutionary unity on the image of the new raza cósmica, the Mexican mestizo.

The Ethnographic Period: While some did assimilate, many indigenous peoples maintained their lands,

languages, and cultures, although under constant threat of dispossession through new legal systems. For much of

the twentieth century, these groups were characterized not in ethnic or racial terms but on the basis of class: they

were peasants, marked by rural poverty and/or subsistence agriculture. Much of the scholarship from the 1950s to

the 1970s focused on peasant struggles, examining their poverty, their oppressive labor conditions (Nash), or the

logics that kept them ensconced within nonmodern “closed corporate communities.”

The Global Indigenous Period: focus on class faded as native communities began to organize, taking up new

identities as original peoples of the lands—in part with the help of anthropologists and NGOs—in order to make

demands at both the national and international levels.

1.

2.

3.

4.

DEFINING INDIGENEITY



Beginning in the 1980s, scholarship began to focus on how indigeneity had become a global discourse for political

organizing. This emerged in the period of democratization in Latin America, as countries emerged from

dictatorship. This provided spaces for organizing that had been dangerous in earlier eras. As part of neoliberal

reforms, market-driven practices with expanded forms of decentralized political participation proliferate. Organizing

was influenced by globalization, and especially the globalized struggle for indigenous rights.

Alison Brysk demonstrated that in most countries, indigenous peoples did not identify with their nation-
states and were often legally defined as second-class citizens. As a result they found working at the

international level a more useful strategy.

Anna Tsing described how native peoples engaged in local struggles utilizing this emerging globalized
discourse of rights, articulating what she calls an “indigenous voice." Scholars began to theorize about

indigenous peoples as part of the “new social movements,” challenging dominant power structures.
Because powerful states saw indigenous demands for autonomy as threats to national sovereignty, indigenous

organizations and their allies developed a discourse involving a “human right to culture” a less threatening

foundation for indigenous claims. 

UN International Labour Organization (ILO) Convention 169 recognizes “the aspirations of [native peoples] to

exercise control over their own institutions, ways of life and economic development … and to maintain and develop

their identities, languages, and religions, within the framework of the States in which they live”

Organizing culminates in 2007 with the UN's Declaration of the Rights of Indigenous Peoples

GLOBAL INDIGENOUS RIGHTS



Indigenous groups used these key texts to push for expanded

citizenship in their own countries. In response, nation-states

reformed their constitutions, transforming citizenship regimes

across the continent. Donna Lee Van Cott argued that indigenous

peoples’ efforts to seek inclusion expanded democracy for all

citizens. Scholarship in this period focused on what indigenous

citizenship meant in everyday life (Postero's “Now We Are

Citizens”), how indigenous groups were able (or not) to organize to

raise the “Indian Question” in political arenas, and how these legal

and political reforms altered state–civil society relations.

Thus, the 1980s and 1990s saw indigeneity emerge as a central

category through which local peoples were able to organize and

make claims for rights and justice.

Scholars, ever cautious about accepting discursive categories as

natural, have documented the successes and struggles of

indigenous peoples as they fought extractivist resource projects,

channeled NGO funding to their communities, fought for territory,

and struggled over representation and racism. 

DOMESTIC IMPACT OF GLOBAL ORGANIZING



neoliberal multiculturalism: Scholars utilized the insights of Foucault and other theorists to examine the ways

neoliberal reforms created new forms of individualized and responsible subjects, as well as the ways market principles

were asserted as solutions to political and cultural problems. They argued that although indigeneity proved a platform

for claiming rights, in most countries, indigenous people remain subjects of national sovereignty and deeply

implicated in unequal relations of global capitalism. These new ways of governing indigenous subjects recognizes

culture and language so long as they do not challenge the underlying inequities of neoliberal capitalism. Those who

follow these parameters might be called indios permitidos (Charles Hale) while those who do not follow these

parameters are indios insurrectos.

indigenous relations to natural resources: During the neoliberal period as countries increasingly opened their

natural resources to exploitation by transnational corporations, struggle for natural resources becomes a site of

contention. Examples proliferate Bolivia: the 2000 “water war” in Cochabamba, when local people claimed traditional

uses of water as a collective cultural right to fight privatization; coca farmers who fought/fight for the right to grow

coca for its ancestral provenance; urban residents in El Alto claimed national sovereignty in their struggle to

reclaim/nationalize gas from transnational corporations in the “gas war” of 2003. Yet, this has not stopped the

juggernaut of extractivism: across the continent, we continue to see indigenous peoples’ lands sacrificed to

development, including oil and gas exploitation, mines, highway projects, and dams. Keywords: usos, costumbres,
buen vivir

LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES SCHOLARSHIP
ON INDIGENEITY TODAY (THEMES)



gender and intersectionality: a large body of feminist scholarship recognizing the ways colonialism was always

gendered (the white man presented as the human being par excellence, which renders “the colonized woman” into a sort

of “nonhuman” whose sex becomes a legitimate site of exploitation, violence, and terror). Scholars have also documented

the creative ways in which indigenous women have used indigenous ideas of complementarity to struggle for justice

within their communities and within their families. While some reject feminism as a Western bourgeois notion and defend

indigenous cosmovisions as a more legitimate space of resistance, others have increasingly put forward new forms of

“indigenous feminism,” in which their positions as both women and indigenous are mutually reinforcing. For example,

Silvia Rivera Cusicanqui argues that indigenous organizing focused on recovering territories in fact ignores the issues

most important to indigenous women who live and work in cities—issues of exploitative labor and sexual violence. By

limiting their activism to questions of political or territorial rights, she says male indigenous leaders are missing broader

and potentially more liberatory notions of rights.

the ontological turn: Paralleling indigenous activism that pushed beyond multiculturalism and toward decolonization

and plurinationalism & economic redistribution, these scholars begin with the idea that indigenous peoples may have

ontologies that are very different from Western “modern” ontologies. Here ontology refers to how people understand the

universe to be organized: what exists, the conditions of their existence, and the relations between them. This group

argues that Euro-modernity took hold in parallel with the conquest of Latin America, and created a system of hierarchies

(modern and nonmodern) that justified colonial violence against native peoples and continues to bolster contemporary

racism and deprivation of indigenous sovereignty rights

LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES SCHOLARSHIP
ON INDIGENEITY TODAY (THEMES)



LUPITA: THE INDIGENOUS ACTIVIST LEADING A NEW GENERATION OF MEXICAN WOMEN / VIMEO / THE GUARDIAN

https://vimeo.com/498325167
https://vimeo.com/498325167


NEXT 
CLASS

"Of Ghosts and Shadows" and "There is no E in Zombi, Which Means There Can Be No You or
We" from Ayiti (2011) by Roxane Gay
Introduction & Ch. 1 of Queering Black Atlantic Religions (2019) by Roberto Strongman
"On the Materiality of Black Atlantic Rituals" in Materialities of Ritual in the Black Atlantic
(2014), ed. by Akinwumi Ogundiran, and Paula Saunders
"Ritual Life of an Altar-Home A Photographic Essay on Transformational Places and
Technologies" by Raquel Romberg. Magic, Ritual, and Witchcraft, vol. 13, no. 2, (Summer 2018)
"'Maricón,' 'Pájaro,' and 'Loca': Cuban and Puerto Rican Linguistic Practices, and Sexual
Minority Participation, in U.S. Santería" by Salvador Vidal-Ortiz. Journal of Homosexuality, vol.
58 (2011)

Afro-Diasporic Religions
in the Caribbean


